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Stockham on the Birth

of Digital Audio
By Daniel Levitin
Vou have to tnke inJo aCCf.)unJ; the "25-year syndrome"_. You C()Jlllot dwnge
recording media/aster than once every 25 years.
-Thomas Stockham

lIT liv~" as mUSi.C industry professionals would have been very
different ",;thom 1110mas G. Stockham Audio buffs and eltlCtrical
engineersknow Srocl:ham as the manwho introduced tapdess editing
to the world. Then there was his patent on the homomorphic compander, a
forerumJer to DBX
Dolll]' nOL'Je reduction S)'b1erDS.
Stockham :rere1ved his hachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees from
MIT. He has received numerous awards for his contnhrtions to audio
teclmology: 111e Poniatoff Gold Medal from SMPTE, a CNld Medal from the
l£S, an Emmy,andmanyothers. M06tTI'£entiy,NbJlASawardedhimthefirst
everTeem,ical GrarnmyAwardforhis "pjon~xing role in the development and
advancement of digital recording."
CUlTcntly a professor of ele<:.trical engineering a1 the University of Utall,
Stockham alsonms his own eonsultiogfinn, Stackball) Technologies,the focus
of which is applicationsinvision and genetics. DanieJ Levitin ="ntly caught up
""oth Dr. Stockham to dioL'USS the development of digital recording, his views on
the digitaVanalog debate, and other audio ma1tl"AS.

O

NARAS10URNAL: Whatwasyourrolein the development of what we now

know as digital audio?
lkmiell,el'itm Mfds degrees from Stanford Un/pencil)' CJ1d the Um"lXftNi~'V ofOrer:,on in CfJgm)#"~ Science..
Hi' il4S written e.xit/lSil'dyon prufi.'lf!;/'lltlU! (JlJdw applicwwll.5, wut,ht music terlmolvg.r at StJ:J.nji::rd
UmCt!niI:y, and. worked (1$ (J stqff efl.giJln'.rlpvtl;t.ct'T for ·115!ColwnUa Jl«ords. He currently pcrjumu
research in !!lanai and flwl£wf)' Pfyr:fWpilJ'Sles at tfle Unwersity of Oregrm.
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1HOMAS STOCKHAM: Let me go back a little ways, TIle fIrst time I ever
saw digital audio actually working was in 1962. I'd'been a student attvllT
in the fifties, then I went into theAn- Force, When I came back to MIT, as
a new assistant professor, I went around visiting the lal)s and I found people
domg mterestmg work. Some of the studen ls were using a computer called
the TX-O, and they had colUlected a tape drive to the machine and a
micropJlOne and speaker to anA/D and DjA convel1cr. \\'hat you could do
was talk into the microphone and the tape would record all of that in
binary, It was probably using 6 to 11 bits, with a sampling rate around
10,000 samples per second. After you had fmished recording, the thina
would rewind and play it back.
'"
NJ: We're talking about a machine that took up the better pati of a Jat'ge
room, right?
TS: Hight. Then the TX-2 was developed, which was an even larger
computer. It had 65Kmemory with 36-bit words. This was the first really
large magnetJc core memory computer, This was back in the days before
.
the byte, with 7 -track tape, and all of that

TS: Yes, it was his idea that the loudspeakers were limited by the room
acoustics, not so much what was in a well designed loudspeaker; that the
problem was mostly outside, not inside the speaker. Of course, one eould
build a terrible loudspeaker to claim olherwise. Butllis idea was that if you
built a loudspeaker properly, most of the distortion was put forth by the
room,
NJ: Why would room acoustic.s he so singularly impOltant in a home
listening environment? IfI have musicians actually play in my living room,
it sounds great Why do rOom acoustics play such a critical role if I merely
put speakers -- point sources, essentially - in the room at the same
locations where the live musicians were?

T8: Because your living room then becomes a second venue. If musicians
are recorded in a cone.er! hall, and you try to play back the sound of that
hall in your living room, the second venue problem is created.
:'lJ: So you've got one set of acoustics stacked on top of another; competing.

1'8: Yes, that's right. That's why live performances sound so much better
NJ: Wllere did the converters come from at that rime?

1'8: A company named EPSCO created anND-DjA eonverler VOll could
buy. It was capable of 11
I think, rold was pretty high up there in

than anything you have ever heard. And the second venue problem hasn't
solved, even today.

sampling rate
maybe 22K ft's possible I saw some demonstrations of
theBe in the late '50s, around 1959, Bernie Cordon, who was the CEO at
EPSCO, was playing ,,~th digital audio back then.

NJ: It seems like one solution would be what contemporary recording
cne:ineers have done, at least for popular music. If you record everything
in ~ controlled studio euvironment, close miked, you would avoid this
competition of acoustics ...

NJ: Wbat did you do next?

1'8: Tl1at is a partial solution to. the sec{lnd venue problem, but it's not a
total solution.

WeLl, we used the TX-2 and digital audio quite a
I worked on a
project with Amar Bose, who was at /YIlT at the time, and we used it to
design the first Bose speakers.

NJ: Because of the inherent artificiality of studio recordings?

NJ: Were the first Bose speakers built around the same principles as his later
ones?
,

TS: Suppose we let the listen,ng venue be the one that we want. Let's try
to change the original venue somehow such that when you combine a
typical listening mom venue ,,~th the changed original venue, the whole
thing lunlS out more like a single venue when it's played back. As far as I
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know, nobody's ever shown that such aials work well, or even better. It's
somewhat better, but it's not the solution we really want.
Bose fmIDd a living room that he felt was reasonable, and he put a
loudspeaker in the comer, It was a prototype of the first one his company
sold, the 2201, You may remember that it was an 1/8 of a sphere and fit
in a corner, We set up a microphone and recorded some music produced
by the speaker in
listening room,
The nn-t step was to fmd the impulse response of the room By setting
off a spark in the corner whero the speaker had been, and recording it over
and over again, the spark permitted ns to determine the noise free impulse
response of the room, In this way, we had the impulse response of the ideal
speaker as a reference,
Next we took the music we had used earlier and convolved it with the
spark recortlings we had made, ]11e whole idea was to see how much
poorer the loudspeaker was than the spark (the ideal speaker), We found
that by using a filter, properly designed, the two were very
It seemed
to us all but a very few of the speaker problems had beeu removed, Now
I'm going from memory here;
was sitting here he might be yelling
not the major poinLAs exciting as these results were, the point is we
used digital audio for this experin1ent hack in 1963-64,

NJ: What was your next encounter with digital rccortling?
TS: We knew how expensive digital audio was back then, and I just didn't
pill'sue it much more for awhile,
in 1966 I spent 2-1/2 rears at
Lincoln Lahs working on digital signal processing.
NJ: What got you interested again?
TS: One day two very well known Mff professors came into my office
because [ had been asked to write a pl'ObJem for the doctorate exam that
year, They said, "we want to ask you a question about this problem YOll
put in here on the exam, What is this about'» Now [ had created a digital
version of an Re circuit in the problem. I figmed since digital oignnl
processing was going to be an important part of the future, that tlte
students were being taught all about
And these two professors just
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said, "Oh, OX» and they walked away, But tills told me that the people
who were really in-tho-know tlidn'r lmderstand this; they weren't aware
of what it meant,
NJ: You left MIT in 1968 and joined
Computer Science faculty at the
University of Utah, What prompted the fonnation of Soundstream in
1975?
TS: Malcolm Low (the L in KlJI) was here at Utah and helped set up
Evans and Sutherhmd Computer COIporation; tJ,ey pioneered 3-D
computer graphics, One clay in 1974, Malcolm came over to my hOllse and
said, "you know
time to start a digital audio company." I told him he
was crazy. hut one thing led to another, and we were in business a year
later,
Our purpose in
Soundstrearn was to develop a system for the
home that would
back digital recordings, We knew there was a
chicken and egg problem, so we started out by creating the profes..sional
equipment that would be needed to create the recortlings themselves,
We developed some 16 bit ND-D/A sysl1'ms and we put together a
machine that could record and playback It had an lnstmmentation tape
recorder - this is a recorder that's used for technical experiments, and
such - and a large box of eieLtronics that went with it,
NJ; And stor"!,'C was aU on magnetic tape?
Right As far as I know there was no one using aoj-thing but magnetic
tape in this arena However, the Japanese had built a number of different
digital audio recorders and playhacksystems in their labs and they'dhring
them around occasionally aL'£S conventions, but that was grovring very
slowly and very inrernally there, I don't think they thought there was a
market for it! I think rhey thought they needed to be up to date with Il,e
technology, but they weren't really anxIOUS about commercializing you
couldn't find anybody at Japanese companies who was talking about
seUjog it. It was more for demonstration, "here - have a look at the
future," Denon was doing the most; they were going out in the field with
14-bit recorders and making LPs with them, Then they would use their
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digjtal recordings w show bow good their analog audio equipment was,
They'd put one of these digital recordings on their equipment to show how
great it sounded, They were not trying w interr,st the recording companies
in anY""aY I could detect. However,I was, We worked for three years before
we made a paid commercial recording,

NJ: You are crediled with making thefirst commerclal digitlll recording...
HighL We tOok our machine and we
a digital recording at Sa.nta
Fe of an opera in 1976. Of course, by then, we'd made a lot of
recordings, and so had many others, but only in laboratories, Santa Fe was
the first real world recording we made. Everything worked pe1fectly. 111en
we demonstrated the recordings at theAES convention in the rall 0[1976.

NJ: You also were a pioneer in digjtal editing.
TS: Yes. The funny thing is that even todar, people are using editing
sycrtems that are very primitive, aIld our editing system was up andru~mg
back when we were in Santa Fe. We had a totally computenzed editmg
system; this meam you didn't have to have tape s-mshing backandf~rth;
this means you could start at the back of the recording and do your editmg
backwards' if you wanted. We invented hard disk editing, and we were
usina it back in 1975.
It~a sense, we not only pioneered tapeless editing, but .we were the only
people who were in it Soundstream stopped business ill 1980, but the
technology found its way to other comparues.

NJ: Let me ask you some hardware questions about these first digital
NJ: Did you then try to get record companies and recording cngmeers
interested?
TS: Doug Sax was doing a lot of direct to disc recordings, but he wasn't
interested in our digital machine. So we went to Crystal Clear records and
we did a recording of Virgil Fox, and those rccordings were slwmIng 
very, very interesting. That started our cash flow going. We also recorded
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops. TI,t'se weren't releaseu right away
though. The first commercially released digjtal rec,ording was for Telare,
Frederick Fennell and the Cleveland Symphonic Winds, recorded in
spring, 1978. The thing became afire then; people who had never talked
to me before started caning me on the phone and saying, why didn't you
teU us it could he tills good? That waS when people really understood what
we were doing and what it meant. By 1981, we ha.d at least 500 digjtal
masters in our vaults that ,-arne from various sources,
Tclarc and Soundstream brOllght digital rOC{lfding to the world. Other
people had it, but they Were just using it internally. '111en, in 1982, Jack
Renner [CEO ofTclarc] put out the first CD. The role I played, along with
my people of course, was to cornrnercialize digital audio and to have it used
by the recording companies; not just by the technical people. There's been
a lot of taJk about who made digital audio first. We had the first commercial
digital re-"orders; 3M was second in developing theirs.

1')

recorders. What was the sampling rater
TS: At different limes we had three different sampling rates. When we first
put the converters together, we thought that our market would be r~dio,
that people at radio statiorL~ would want this. So we were working Wlth a
15Khz bandwidth thcn,becauseJ<'M has a 15K bandwidth .We made some
recordings with that bandwidth, hut noi many, not more than three or
four. I'm pretty sure that the one at Santa Fe was usmg that.

NJ: So, l'ou're talking about a sampling rate of 32Kor so?
TS: It would have to have been Jarger than 321<, that's cutting it a little
dose. We used 37,500. After tl1at we had a converter that was something
like 47 KHz
I don't know where that came from, it was some fraction
of something- but it was above 44.1. Then all the rest were 50KHz, and
anybody that's got one of our machines right now is at 50.

NJ: How many Soundstream machines were sold?
TS: Between and 20. I have no idea how = y are still in use. My guess
is essentially none. We sold most of our inventory to Bertelsmann. 'They
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loved Our editor, and worked one of them constantly for eight years. They
Just puot away in April oflas! year. I think that editor worked on thousands
of CD masters.

but I never would say that's the case, I enjoyed the music and it was
definitely superior to anything I had heard before. Our tape recorders were
made not just by listening, ofcourse, but by a group of people listening, and
a very.
careful studv of whether the thing was theoretically correct .
. 'very
.
~

i'lJ: Did all of tlle machines use the Oliginal Honeywell transport?

Did SOlmdstream ever get around to looking at digital audio for the
home? Something like CDs?

]\;J:

TS: Yes.
NJ: Did you have to modify it?
TS, Yes. Basically, what we did was put in a head for 16-track work plus
two side cMnnds forSMPTE. We usuaUydidn't use that, we didn't have
too maay jobs where we h'ad to sync with anybody.

TS: That was the idea from the beginning. Malcolm Low brought the idea
up io our very first discussions in 1974. In 1980, we merged with Digital
Recording Corporation, and the name became DHC/Sounru,.tream, "
p.ublic company. I did not play a h~,avy role in the development of the
digital player they were trying to put together,but we were trying to develop
something like the CD.

NJ: How did you handle error correction?
NJ: When you say it was like the CD, do you mean it was optically-based?
We recorded a given track on two tape track., and separated them as
far as possible from each other. So for exaa1ple, we might record on tape
lmek number 1 aod 8, and the signals were identical. "Illi, c<;nTection and
detection system was very, very good. The only one] can dl'nk of that was
better was the one that comes witll the CDs. We had no problems with this
scheme of writing everything twice. The logic of determining if there was
an elTOr was very simple and very reliable.

NJ: So the way it worked is that you just compared one track to the oth~r?
TS: Yes, we'd see if the two codes were identjcal.lf they weren't identical,
we knew which one was bad, because if there was a drop-out the energy
on the tape was too low. Incidentally, none of our clients evcr found a
digital en'Or in any of d,C tapes we made. And I'm sure there was a terrebit
of stuff by the time we quit.
NJ: What did early digital sound like?
TS: It sounded great to me, but don't ask me. You lmow what a golden ear
is. Well, I have a lead ear. lack Renner always tells me I have a "ood ear

"

,.

,

TS: Yes_ it was.] was lUJ1Iling the recording part, so I wasn't in charge of
the design there. They wanted to create a "record" that would be 3" by 5",
the
of a
card that you could put in ynur shirt pocket and carry
around with you. In this mode, it wouldn't be the card that moved, it would
be the reader that moved. A unit was built and it did work, but it was
abandoned when the CD emerged and the design race. was over.
NJ: There are still a great many people who say that analog sounds better
than digital. The battle has been playing out in some of the high-end audio
journals, such as The Absolute SOlmd, as well as io the pages of the pro
audio and n1usician magazines...
Are the people who are saying this in control of a company or a
husiness? Because of course, companies have to make money or they die.
And you know, just before people are going t.o be I,illed or murdered, they
will say any-thing
.
NJ: Well, there are musicians and artists, respected ra'm'ding engineers...
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Well, that could be, but that's not the question. The question is,
the digital recordiog sound like the original source? Now beeause it Bowlds
different from the analog recordiog, it might be more pleasing to some
listeners and jess pleasing to others. As far as I ~Al1l tell, there isn't any defect
hanging Mound in digital.
Have you seen that book about recording by Gaisberg? It's an old book
from the '408: He recorded Caruso way back and be talks about the
transformation between acoustic and electric recording as it occurred in
1925. He points out that most of the recording engineAlfS had to give up
their trade when ti,at happened because tiley diOO't know what to do with
the new recording teclmoIO!:,'Y' Now I can imagine that more than a few
people were upset about that - they lost their jobs. I woulOO't be a bit
surprised if some of them said, "('"ee, this electric recording doesn't sound
as good, does it?»
NJ: Well, I always figured that when people say they like analog recordings,
what rhey like is actually the haITnornc distortion. The temlS they use, like
warmer, softer, less harsh, suggest that this is what tlley like about analog.
Distortion can sound warm bf.-eause it muddies up things. Digital has no
distort.ion, so they don't like it; they're not accustomed to hearing recorded
music t.hat way. Do you think this is part of it?
TS: Dh, absolutely. In fact, I think that's almost the whole thing. It is that
smearing that they like. After I restored d1e Caruso recordings, we played
them hack for some collectors and compared it with the originals. Nowth..,
originals had lots of surface noise, lots of energy above 8K or so, and the
restoration didn't, because there wasno energy in that prot of the spectrum
in the original recordiog.And you know what? IMany of the collectors liked
the sound of tlle originals better, and the only reasonable explanation is
because their ears needed to hear energy in tillit range. I fmd this very
interesting. I should think YOll would know something about this from your
own laboratory work.

NJ: Just to exhaust all the possibilities in this digital/analog debate, let me
ask you one more question. Is it possible people Me hOMing artifacts in
digital? Bad anti-aliasing, dithering, and so ou?
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TS: I don't think so. If things have been done right by the people who build
the equipment, ti,at's not going to happen. Unbelievable amounts of
diligence have been put in to make sure that's not a problem.

NJ: Some of the really cheap f,onverters that are built into budget
equipment do sound awful, though...
Well, that's a different issue. Obviously you can make something bad
if you wantto, and if YOll want to make it cbeaper. I feel kind offwmy about
all this, because like you, I want to find ~the answer.» But every time I went
to find the answer, I haven't gotten cooperation, or the facilitiPJl, and so on
Do you know Lipsllitz' work? He has done more than anyone to put this
out in the open. He writes in theAES journal. He's tried to make the role
of dithering understood by people who haven't understood it. He was
president oftheAES a couple of years ago. As an academic, I think he is the
personin thewodd who moot knows whatcan go wrong-theunbelievable
things that can go wrong in research studies when people
to do them
honestly- and dishonestly. Lipshitz talks about the whole notion of telling
whedler things are different, whether you can hear the difference between
Aand B. He points out that if you wanted to try and detennine if two things
are identical or not with 95% confidence, you have to get things right every
time in 11 consecurive trials.

NJ :You wean because of the statistics of certainty...
TS: Right. So for example, if you listen to three recordings and start
pontificating On the differences, and someone comes along who knows
whether titis is accident or talent, you're not even on·first base with this
sample of three. If someone is going to come in and listen and «A - BTI some
recordings, you rAin't believe they know what they're talking about, or that
Il,e difference exists, unless they h",t it right 11 times in a row.
:"lJ: You were part of the expert panel that examined the Watergate tapes.
What was tile assignment of the Watergate panel?

It was just a few days before Rosemary Wood came up with the
existence of the 18-1/2 minute gap. And so any plans that were beingmade
17
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at that time were cleared up quite quickly right then and there. Our tcam
then spent essentially 6 months ",Tiling a report about the gap
NJ: Did you
erased?

Ii

hold of the tape and try to recover the portion that was

T8: Oh yes, We did a very-thorough job u'yingto recover it. Unfortunately,
it was erased by a stenographer's recorder which has Ii double erase head,
and absolutely no human voice sounds were there except in a couple of
places where the instrument used was stopped and then started again. But
it was obvious, in the fmal analysis, that the gaps were created by the
pushing of a manual button on the recorder. Also obvious was the way in
which it was clone; without a doubt, it had t.o have been done by a fu;ger
pushing this manual buttoll.
NJ; Do you see something replacing the CD sooo as new technological

breakthroughs are made?
TS: I haven't been following this, but the concept that some people have
had - namely that you could have a "CD" on a chip - is still pretty far
off. You have to take into account the "25_ year syndrome. v. The syndrome
is that you cannot change recording mecoa faster than once every 25 years;
in particular, there was the Edison era, which was about 1877 to 1900;
then the disc reigned as a primary medium, and of course itwasn 't electric
for years; theo the electric recording survived until
, when the LP
came out. (1 'm going t() put the medium oftape aside here_) 'Inen came the
CD in 1982. It was a longer stretch that time, maybe because of the two
media being around, the cassette and the lp. And of comse, another
retardant [for the 25-year rule] was the advent of stereo in the middle
there. But the industry isn't going to put up with another major change for
another 15 years or so. You have to realize that everything before tJ,C CD
was needle and groove, so it might even be more robust this tinH, because
the taellnology is so different now. But I'm sum there WIll be a change,
counting when it started in 1982 and then adding .30 years.
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NJ: That long? '\It'hat if technology allows for a dramatic change in format
or type? W11at if you could get the playing time up to 10 hours, or the sIze
down to 2 inches: or if the indexing gets better?
TS: I don't think that size or any ofthose other things is going to have the
weight that a new change in so~d quality would. The things YOlI mention
are just convenience,", in my world. I don't think they would have the thrust
to create a majoT change.

NJ: You think that change is driven by sound quality?
TS: I do, I reallv do. \\lhen YOl1look back historically, it was sound quality
that drove the 'changes; the first records were so much quieter than the
Edison cylinders, which were very, very noisy. And the advent of vinyl was
a huue qualirv improvement.

"

,

NJ: You were first author on a famous IEEE paper in 1975, ~Blind
Deconvolution 11rrough Digital SignalProcessing.~ 1be article describes
your work in restoring those old Caruso recordings, hut it also talks about
work you've done in enhancing blUrred ,~sual images. What IS the
conne~tion between ,your work in audio and in vision? Have they crosspollinated each other?

1'8:
hecause in fact the whole tedroology is blind deconvolution. In
both modalities [sound and vision), our work was based on the ideas put
out in an earlier paper, "Nonlinear Filtering of Multiplied and Convolved
Signals," Oppenheim, Schafer and Stockham, published in the [EEE
joumal in 1968. That was a very large bomb on tile EE plateaus. The
notion that you could do linear filtering for non-linear systems wasn't
universally ~ell received. The whole thing stood on Al Oppeabeim's
doctoral thesis - and you sec, it is really very simple. Mathematicians
have known for years that you could make a transformation from
multiplication to addition; even children learn this in school: it's just the
logarithm. There's a theorem in modern algebra that says thatJf you have
a vector space - and this is a modem algebraic vector space, not what you
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would talk about if you were doing electrical engineering with electricity
and tlrine,'S like that-anyway, if you have a vector space, then if t1,C rule
for combining vectors is not,typeA, you can make it be type A by a unique
1-1 transformation creating another vector space with a different rule for
combining tlrings. What that says of course is that if you have something
that doesn't combine using addition, but using some other transform, you
can force it to use addition,
NJ: That's the key to the deconvolution problem, then. In the particular
case of the Caruso rer.ordings, you have two convolved signals; the signal
from Caruso is convolved with the response characteristics of the old
mechacical hom recording mechanism.
Iflunderstand you no"" you're saying that you can takethis convolution,
apply an FJ:<~r to create a multiplicative function, and turn it into an
additive function. Once you have the latter, it is trivial to separate the two
functioIlS, allowing you to restore the SOtllld of Caruso '8 voice.

1'8: That's right. As you know, if you apply an FFT to a convolution, the
convolved signals are then no longer convolved; they're multiplied. Becallse
you've gone from the time domain to the frequency domam,And when you
d.o that, as everyone knows, you from convolution to a product. Then
youjust take the log and you've got asum, and you can apply regular linear
theory.
There are two arenas for making an inter~.sting practice for using these
tlrings. One is taking multiplied things aod making them additive; the
other is toleing convolved things and making them additive.

TIt1J1!Ul5 SwcklUiffi
TS: Well, Ihaven't had much contact Widl them, so ldon 'treally lmow how
they do it. But, yeah, I inlagine it must he very similar.
NJ: Presumably, N'\SAhas thousands of pictures of Mars all taken with the
same camera from a similar aogle, so the problem should be easier for
them,

T8: Yes, you're right, And this is fundamentally a deconvolution problem
of the type we've been tolking about, but they don't need to chop up the
individual image so they can get much better resolution than if they ouly
had one picture.
NJ: In audio, is smfdco noise ao example of an additive function?

1'8: Yes. And there are analogies in vlilion, as well. In black and white
photography with film, how much silver do you have to put in the film so
that when you examine it on a light table it appears to be the same as the
original scene? The answer is, the log of the exposure. So photography is
multiplicative. But you CAUl transform it into being additive by taking the
log.
In audio, an automatic gain control is multiplicative. The 1968 paper
discusses this, and descrihes four of our experiments. The first one was an
automatic gain control where you'd take the log of the signal, process it
linearly, and CAlme back out again and ex:ponentiote the result. That gives
you an automatic gain eontroi.

NI: This sounds like a compander.
NJ: In the paper you talk about deblurring photographs as being the same
problem conceptually as the dereverberation you did in sound. Ideally, you
would have several recordings of Caruso with the same horn impulse
response, and analyzing these would allow you t.o extract out the hom
response - because it would be common to all of the recordings. But in this
case, you ouly have One example, so you sliced up the.image into a b.mch
of smailer frames, assuming that whatever it is that created the blm' will
exist commonly in each frnme, Is this how NASA deblurs Mars pictures?

1'8: Right, that's what I did, I made a compander.
NJ: Well, in fact, didn't you make the first compander?

1'8: Yes,I did,but onlythefirstlwmomorphk compander. Other companders
were devdDped starting in the early part of the century. The telephone
company used them, for instance, to reduce line nois<-~
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NJ: How did the commercial compandeJ's, the DBK, for instance, dilfer
from yours?
TS: I think the DBX unitshad a great similarity to the original compander
I built.

NJ: Maybe you could describe, for the readers who don't mow, what a

that when you go and expan~ the noise has been pushed through a l1o~r
that you didu'thave before. Lnfortunately because theSl@lallsblpolant s

very hard to control. Because d\e signal is positive then negative and so OIL
you have to have a very quiet switch, rll tdl you, making digital recording
work is a lot easier than making this work. Dolby made this work, because
his things aren't that decontrolling. He doesn't try to do too mucb
compressIOn,

compander does and how it worl",.

NJ: Whot was the engineering breakthrough that allowed him to make
1'8: If you have adynamic range of X db you can make it have Ii dynamic
range oL1I2 db, or any other dynamic range you want to have. I patented
a way to make a compander that would do that kind of thing, It takes the
complex log of the signal, then it puts the real part of that through either
a linear or non-line.ar filter, Next it exponentiates the filtered signal, illld
then restores the sign by multiplying the exponentiated filtered signal by
the imaginary part of the complex Jog.
The filter is designed to be a low frequency attenuator if the compander
is in the compression mode, and alow frequency amplifier if the compilllder
is in the expansion mode, It
a very nice compander, But not good
enough for ultra high -fi, Thot'8 what made me do what I did in developing
digital recordiug.
NT: How is this different from compressors and expanders such as the
recording studios use?

1'8: Well, those are designed to alter the signal for particular purposes. A
compander should allowyou to take a signal, compress it and expand it and
have it he intaL1., so it's just like the original,

dlis?

His brain,I think, He's a very creative guy, very creative, Hcwasastar,
you know, in the TV eta. He waS one of the people whnput together1V
recordin!' in the 50s so that you could have delayed teieVlslOn broadcasts;
a
'
.
he was pan of the Ampex group that did that.
NT: Have you heard Dolby SR?
T8: It's not bad. It won't do what digital will do,

NJ: Some pcople say it is berter than digital, that it's s/ruJother, silkier,
wanner...
T8: Well, we're back to what we were talking about and the dichutomy
between fidelity and what youiike, Also, lhaven'thad achanceto I?okvery
deeply inside the machines it '5 competing against, the Sony and NlitsuhlShi
digital r<'£,,orders, so I don't know wbot's in them; I haven't had a chance
to see for myself whether they work right or wrong, so I can't comment,

high enough fidelity, but then Ray Dolby did make one,

]\(J: Do you think this is a ClL"Csimilar to the Caruso restoration where your
collectors liken the noisier recordinb'" better?

TS:ThecompanderthatDolbymadewasvery,veryguodworkYouknow
how that worlrn. When you have tape noise, you make the dynamic range
ofthe signal less, so everything'S louder - the loudest things are nowjust
as loud as they were, bllt the softest drings are 50 db louder, That me.'lIIS

1'8: There is definitely a relation, When we first weIe using the DBX, we
did some experiments where we recorded one tape widl DBX and the otheI
without. We had it set up SO you could switch between them for playback.
When you turned on dIe normal one, everyone would be happy. But when

NJ: You said it was clear to you it would he impossible to make one with
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you got rid of all that noise and the hiss went away" , it was dull and
uninteresting. Then, wheu I said, "let's compare the companded one ,,;jth
the original,» and I threw the switch., they couldn't tell the difference!
This is a matter of "fidelity" versus "what you like." I want to be sure
that you understand I have no feelings ofany type that people shouldn't like
what they like. But I do get upset when people don't 'mderstand that what
you like might not be exactly like the original you were trying to put hack
together in the recording process. Th<'Ie'S nothing wrong ,vith not putting
it back together the same as it wa.q, it might even be a lot more fun. But if
you're talking about fidelity, you shouldn't say that yon don't Mveit when
you do. it is important to distinguish between whether what you're talking
about is coherent or not.

Crossing the Color Lines:
Jolmny Otis' "Upside Your
IIead" and Charley Pride's
"Pride"
.
NClwrley, " my sister Bessie asked me once, t4how come you want to sing white
folks'musicF>'
- Charley Pride in "'Pride: The Charley Pride Story"

"He changed his OOllll:fromJohn reliotes to Jolumy Otis and began to think
ofhunselfas 'Black by persuasion. ox
-- George Lipsitz in Johnny Otis: tt.l..lJA'fide Your
Head: Rhythm and Blues on Central Avenue"

B

y the time he peered oui: from the cover or the Oc1:ober 1951 issue
of "Negro Achievements" magazine, Jolumy Otis had dearly
arrived: He had played drums on recording dates ,,"th illinois
Jacquet, Lester Young and Charles Brown, scored a hit record ,,"th 1946's
"Harlem Noctume," andwasmiclwaythroughatwo-yearstringof15Top
4Or&bbits""thhisJohnnyOtisS'how.Yet,magazineoovernotwithstanding,
Otis was not AfrieanAmerican, at least not in a strictly biological sense._1\s
George Lipsitz notes in the introduction to "Upside Your Head," Otis'
newly-released autobiography:
"Many people have b~Am captured by the beauty and power
of Black music: Jolumy Otis is one of them. Born in 1921,
Otis grew up in a Greekimmigrantfamily that ran agrocclY
store in an ethnically mixed but niosdy Black neighborhood
inBerkeley, California. Heremernbers thathislirstfruwination
,,"th Black culture came from accompanying some of his
_Black playmates to church. The churches provided Grabem
crackers and chocolate milk for children, and in those times

